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Dear Sir or Madame,
 
 
I apologize if this email is not suitable for your direct  expertise and  I would appreciate
forwarding  it to the appropriate destination.
 
 
This paper describes a very efficient process of building 635mm or similar  ADA or AODA
Level Boarding platforms.
I am sending the filling with the anticipated  trust of non disclosure.
 
During the last few years I spent most of my outside working hours to improve the alteration
and/or construction process of the railway platforms:
 

1. The process maximises safety for passengers and construction workers, minimises the
service impact, has no throughout work and has a minimal duration and cost.

2. The process will  provide boarding at low and high platforms during the construction or
alteration,  without any train alteration and has no impact on future trains.

3. The work is mostly  off-site prefabrication, with minimal on site installation during off-
service hours.

4. The Universal Level Boarding is an additional process,  which provides ADA Level
Boarding for trains with different floor elevation.

 
 
In Canada the 457mm train step landing to the 127 mm platforms with an unacceptable
330mm raise.
In the US the 203mm platforms are a bit better,  but far from the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
 
I obtained US Provisional Patent for the attached  "Transition to Level Boarding and Universal
ADA Level Boarding".
 
I am looking for companies interested to join me and help with my US Provisional patent with
US and PCT  patent filing and possible subsequent commercial application.
 
Similar efforts for multi platform transit hubs are not included, but available upon request.
 
I posted on  “YouTube” under “ADA Level Boarding”  5 videos based on USPTO or
Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) fillings, steps of the evolution of the process.
Few of the ideas were subsequently improved.
 

ADA Level Boarding in 3 minutes 2019-02-10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZxzJtMUw50

mailto:magtiblas@gmail.com
mailto:magtiblas@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZxzJtMUw50



THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  


Utility Patent Application (provisional) 


 


TITLE: LEVEL BOARDING TRANSITION AND UNIVERSAL ADA LEVEL BOARDING 


 


INVENTOR: Tibor Magyarosi 


 


FIELD OF THE INVENTION 


 


[0001]        The present invention relates to novel alteration process of 127mm - 250mm low platforms 


to 635mm high platforms or according to coaches with different elevation.  The bilevel train floor is 


recessed in order to provide access to the step required for boarding from low platforms, which results 


in a huge horizontal gap, a serious tripping hazard for boarding at high platforms. Temporary 


mechanical alteration of the trains can reduce the gap, but it is costly, lengthy and will not provide 


ADA Level Boarding as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The novel invention eliminates 


the gap without mechanical alteration.  


During the Transition Period the platform temporarily is at train step elevation and all low platform are 


eliminated. After the Transition Period the train step is raised to train floor elevation and subsequently 


the low platforms are raised to high or variable platforms elevation, during off service hours, thus 


without any service impact.  


The whole process has a minimal safety risk, service impact, no throughway cost, short construction 


time and most of construction prefabrication off-site.  


At the end of the alteration process new vehicles will provide ADA Level Boarding, existing vehicles 


with alteration will provide Level Boarding as per ADA Subpart E Commuter Rail Cars Exception for 


retrofitted vehicles and vehicles without alteration will provide Level-Entry Boarding as per the 


Federal Railway Administration (FRA). 
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BACKGROUND 


 


[0002]        Legislation is pushing railways to provide ADA Level Boarding. For railways using 


635mm bilevel cars alteration to 635mm platforms is very challenging, particularly for 127mm above 


TOR platforms.  The train has a step 457mm above the TOR, required for boarding at low platforms 


which shall be accessible until all low platforms are eliminated. In order to make the step accessible 


the train floor is recessed 240mm from the edge of the step, which creates a huge horizontal gap at 


635mm platforms, a serious tripping hazard.  The huge gap is an unacceptable tripping hazard.  


[0003]        For corridors in service in order to provide boarding at low and high platforms the train 


would require alteration with complex temporary gap fillers.  Simpler gap filler cannot be installed 


because there is no gap in between the train structure and the threshold and the vertical clearance of the 


door is already minimal. Because the design, procurement, attestation of the complex mechanical 


devices would delay the alteration process by years and new platforms are built at 127mm.The 


horizontal movement is limited, thus will not provide ADA gap. Vertical correction will not be 


possible.  Thus, to retrofit the running-out trains is not a solution. 


[0004]        One possible method is building monolithic high platforms, with huge safety risk for 


passengers and workers, huge service impact, duration and cost.  


[0005]        Building low platforms and do later alteration to high platforms has even more 


disadvantages as the direct built high platform. Notably has a really huge throwaway work. Some 


provisions can reduce the throughway cost, but best of my knowledge are limited to structural height 


with a minor benefit because elevators, stairs, shelters will have to be re-built.   


[0006]        Building the central core with elevators, staircases, elevators and shelters to the final 


elevation would reduce safety risk, service impact, throughway cost duration and cost. Unfortunately, 


will add safety risk due the sloped or stepped down platform accessing the train floor elevation. The 


platform can be prefabricated and jacked later on. Temporary wood platform followed by prefabricated 


platform boxes could improve the method, particularly if precise prepositioning is utilized. Once again, 


you are on the wrong way. 
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[0007]          Subsequently most railways did not to start yet the level boarding alteration despite the 


fact that would increase safety and passenger satisfaction, decrease deboarding and boarding time, 


subsequently open the door to increase service capacity by reducing the dwell time, thus increasing the 


efficiency of the service. 


[0008]       Despite the fact that that Railway Regulations are accept building 250mm platforms, much 


better for the future transition as from 200mm platforms, but huge difference compared with transition 


from 127mm platforms. Particularly for the 127mm platform the transition to 457mm is extremely 


difficult, has a high safety risk, operational impact, cost and duration.  


[0009]       Added new stations and the increasing service will make more and more difficult the 


alteration in the future.  This results in a decision to re-build in the future the platforms to 635mm, 


actually even a worst option in certain way as the direct build to 635mm. With the future increase of 


the service the safety risk, service impact, cost and duration will increase exponentially, perhaps 


approaching to Practical Impossibility. With low platforms or platforms in transition reducing the 


headway by the forthcoming Positive Train Control will be limited.  


[0010]        If new coaches will have to start service before all low platforms are eliminated would 


require a step which results in stepped back coach floor and door. Temporary gap fillers could face 


regulatory difficulty. 


[0011]        For many railways running trains with different floor elevation is an urgent need for ADA 


Level Boarding with interoperability.  


[0012]        Therefore, an urgent need exists for sustainable construction or alteration to level boarding 


without safety risk for passengers, minimal service impact, no throughway short duration and reduced 


cost whilst providing boarding for low and high platforms. 
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 


 


[0013]        The invention is a novel alteration process using prefabricated platforms installed initially 


sloping up from the train step to the inner platform, with a less than 4% gradient. Once all low 


platforms are eliminated all the train floors must be relocated as a floor extension. to the train floor 


elevation, the last phase of the process is to raise the prefabricated platforms to train floor elevation, 


during platform off service hours, thus without any service impact in order to slope down with a 


gradient less than 4% from the train floor to the inner platform. The inner part of the platform is built 


to the final elevation with elevators, staircases, escalators and shelters, thus no throughway work.  


 [0014]        The huge advantage of the invention is to eliminate any throwaway work. Due the 


prefabrication most of the work is done off-site, thus is a minimal construction safety risk and service 


impact. The platforms are prefabricated. and installed with a cross-fall below 4%, matching the train 


step.The train step relocation is prerequisite for the platform jacking. Once all train steps are relocated 


the platform edge to be jacked to 635mm. The jacking process is very simple, to be done during off-


service hours. The platform edge to be lifted by railway crane or hydraulic jacks and elevation is 


provided by self-locking adapters. A particular advantage of the invention is that the jacking can be 


done in any segment length pending on the available equipment. At the end of the shift jacked and un-


jacked platforms will provide safe boarding with appropriate warning of the vertical gap, with proper 


planning of the platform deck joints.  


[0015]        If the railway wishes to end up in a 2% final gradient down from the train, the temporary 


gradient can exceed the 4% considering the fact that the movement towards the train is a longitudinal 


movement.  


[0016]         For many railways is mandatory that the platform to slope down from the train side, 


reducing rolling strollers or suitcases to end up on the track. 


[0017]        The illustrated platform has canopy in the center line, with symmetrical foundation bridged 


by the reversed T canopy column, but applicable for double columns or even better for platforms with 


barrel vault.  The concept of the innovation is also applicable for side platforms. 
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[0018]        As a real novel feature, the platform also can provide ADA Level Boarding for trains with 


different floor elevation using Synchronized Electric Actuators. Possible train floors for around 


3920mm half-platform width: 457mm, 550mm and 635mm or 550mm, 635mm and 760mm. For 


desirably wider platforms additional floor elevation can be added. To be confirmed if the 2x3920mm 


width is compliant with high platform horizontal clearances and Building Code wall to platform edge 


horizontal clearance. The process of jacking the platforms at different elevation is completed within 


the headway, safely of platform loaded with public. Island platforms can accommodate different train 


floor at each track.  


 


 


BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 


 


[0019]        FIG. 1- Figure 1 illustrates a transversal section the platform with a below 4% gradient 


towards the train, boarding the train step. 


[0020]        FIG. 2- Figure 2 illustrates a transversal section the platform with a below 4% gradient 


towards the train, boarding the train step raised to train floor  


[0021]        FIG. 3- Figure 3 illustrates a transversal section of the platform with edge raised to 635mm, 


with a below 4% gradient from the train, boarding at the train floor level.  


[0022]        FIG. 4- Figure 4 illustrates a transversal section the platform adjacent to elevator, escalator, 


shelter, staircase with a below 4% gradient towards the train, boarding the train step  


[0023]        FIG. 5- Figure 5 illustrates a transversal section the platform adjacent to elevator, escalator, 


shelter, staircase platform with edge raised to 635mm, with a below 4% gradient from the train, 


boarding, at the train floor level.  


[0024]        FIG. 6- Figure illustrates a transversal section the platform boarding a 457mm train on the 


left side and a 635mm train at the right side.  
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 


 


[0025]        The terminology used to describe particular embodiments is not intended to limit the 


invention. As used herein, the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more of the 


associated listed Items. The singular forms include the plural forms, if not indicated otherwise the 


detailed description of the processes, stages, steps, procedures, elements, do not preclude the presence 


of additional processes, stages, steps, procedures elements. 


[0026]        The disclosed techniques and steps have individual benefit and can be used in conjunction 


with other disclosed techniques. For clarity, unnecessary repetition will be avoided, but combinations 


are part of the scope of the invention and claims. 


[0027]        Details are presented in ordered to help the good understanding of the invention, but the 


invention may be practiced without the specific details. 


[0028]        The very large diversity of railway platforms implies that the disclosure provides 


exemplification of the invention, but is not intended to limit the invention to the specific embodiments. 


Alternative embodiments are provided in order to be selected the most suitable for each particular 


platform, or often, a combination dictated by local constraints. 


[0029]        The innovation does not provide controls, electrical components, obstacle detection, 


structural design, platform and gap filler heating, compliance with codes and regulations. A particular 


attention to be given to safety, the user to develop all safety elements, educational and warning panels 


and announcements. Could contain elements unacceptable under particular regulations, conditions and 


the consultants of the user to be responsible to make compliant the process.   


[0030]        Standards Respecting Railway Clearances requires a platform edge clearance of 


1632mmfrom the Center Line of the Track (CLT) up to 127mm above the Top of Rail and 1753mm 


above 127mmfrom TOR, to be increased by 25.4mm for each degree of curvature  


[0031]    FRA defines Level-Entry Boarding with a max 250mm horizontal gap for tangent platforms 


and maximum 330mm for curved platforms and a 140mm.  
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[0032]        All indicated elevations are from the Top of Rail (TOR).  All horizontal clearances are 


from the Center Line of the Track (CLT). The word platform covers island platform or side platform.  


 [0033]        The 25.4mm increase for each degree required by the Clearance Diagram to be calculated 


for the particular rolling stock as per APTA PR-CS-RP-003-98, Recommended Practice for 


Developing a Clearance Diagram for Passenger Equipment, with particular attention to the car doors. 


[0034]        FIG. 1- Figure 1 illustrates a transversal section the platform with a below 4% gradient 


towards the train, boarding the train step. The Item 1 is the rail. The Item 2 is the 635mm train floor. 


The Item 3 is the 435mmtrain step. The Item 4 is an optional step extender to bring the step from the 


clearance of 1632mm to the clearance limit of 1753mm.  The below 4% gradient is for a 3.95 m half 


island platform or 5.4 m side platform. Building wider platforms has many advantages, including 


decreasing the gradient. 


 [0035]        The Item 5 is the prefabricated outer wall. The position to be established considering room 


for utility runs on the trackside and dimensional load restricting agreement with operators the vertical 


platform screen doors. The slider of the door to bridge in between the wall Item 5 and canopy or barrel 


vault. Appropriate platform slot is required. The Item 6 is the prefabricated trench with a sloping hatch. 


The Item 7 are two prefabricated canopy foundations. The Item 8 is the canopy column, bridging the 


two canopy foundations Item 7. The prefabricated platform is the Item 9. To be designed with 


maximum standardization in order to reduce the diversity. Embedded heating tubes and insulation is 


not shown.  The Item 10 is prefabricated floor transition as extension of the threshold to provide 


smooth connection to doors, to be removed after the platform jacking. The jacked platform geometry 


to support threshold connection without any adjustment. All adjustment to be done through Items 10. 


This is necessary for wider doors if the threshold is crossing the articulation of the platform. Wider 


platforms could keep the articulation outside the door width. Is recommended to attach to the wall 


brackets or provide wall gaps for temporary jacking, if necessary. 


[0036]        The Item 11 is the bracket articulated in the underside of the platform Item 9. Item 12 is a 


bolt to attach the raised platform to Item 5. Alternate option to make the bracket self-locking, then 


subsequently to be bolted. This can speed up the platform jacking. 
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[0037]        The Item 13 is a bolt to attach the platform to the trench Item 6. The upper part is outer half 


provides support platform Item 9 before jacking, the inner half provides the slope for the jacked 


platform. The hole in the platform to be conical in order to permit the rotation due jacking.  


[0038]        The Item 14 is a trench drain connected to Item 15 storm and subsequently to the 


underground collector Item 16. The Item 17 electrical conduits, Item 18 network conduits. The Item 19 


is a double bench at convenient locations. 


 [0039]        FIG. 2- Figure 2 illustrates a transversal section the platform with a below 4% gradient 


towards the train, boarding the train step, after all low platforms were eliminated. The Item 3 and Item 


4 are the step and extension raised to extend the train floor. Optional would be a new train floor 


extension or even better a new gap filler. The Item 2 is the 635mm train floor. Without the extended 


train floor in the next stage the jacked platform would create a huge horizontal gap, thus platform 


jacking shall start only after all steps are relocated. The advantage of the process that the train floor 


extension can be done in any sequence, with or without the train can board. Thus, relocating the steps 


or installing gap fillers can be done conveniently in off-service hours, in individual sequence. 


Activating the gap fillers is necessary only before raising the platform followed by gap filler 


installation during off-service hours. Thus, is a generous timeframe for pre-operational testing and 


commissioning the gap fillers for retrofitted vehicles  


[0040]        FIG. 3- Figure 3 illustrates a transversal section of the platform sloping down from the train 


floor to the inner platform with a below 4% gradient. Certain railways placing the high point of side 


platforms next to the track and in the center line of the island platform for simpler drainage. Many 


railways making mandatory to have the high point next to the track for all platforms. Is safer because 


strollers, suitcases (particularly the new 4-wheel spinners) less lucky to end on the track. 


[0041]        The jacking can be done very fast using railway cranes or hydraulic jacks, during off-


service. In between jacked and un-jacked segments the raise is below 205mm, thus with appropriate 


temporary warning signs, flashing lights and announcements shall be very safe.  Possibly after a short 


learning curve will be no need for such precautions because a full platform can be jacked during one 


cycle.  


[0042]        FIG. 4- Figure 4 illustrates a transversal section the platform adjacent to elevator, escalator, 


shelter, staircase. The Item 9 is the shorter platform sloping down to the train step with a below 4% 
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gradient. The Item 20 is the wall. The Item 21 is the support angle of the platform attached to walls. 


The item 22 is a jack screw required to raise the shorter platforms to match the elevation of wider 


platforms in order to prevent a tripping hazard at the joint with long platforms after the platforms are 


raised. For the advanced option of variable elevation platform (Fig. 6) the Item 22, Jack Screw to be 


replaced by a Synchronized Electric Actuators.  The raised platform could require different platform 


edge to center line of the track as the low platform, a constraint for design. Confirming the current 


Building Code requirement for the horizontal clearance from the platform edge to elevators and 


staircase also shall be verified.  


[0043]        FIG. 5- Figure 5 illustrates a transversal section the platform adjacent to elevator, escalator, 


shelter, staircase sloping from the extended train floor to walls with a below 4% gradient. The Item 22 


is a jack screw (or Synchronized Electric Actuators) raised the shorter platforms to match the elevation 


of wider platforms.  


 [0044]        The Item 8, Canopy column can be substituted by two rows of columns, or even better by 


barrel vault.  Columns to be located in correlation with bidirectional utility troughs and platform joints. 


[0045]        The dimension adjustment to be done through the hatch covers, easier to modify. All 


columns, perimeter of elevator shafts, staircases, shelters, escalators, light poles to be located in the 


hatch covers area, preferably at a joint for easy cutting. For simplicity required transitional hatch 


covers and platform gaps are not shown. 


[0046]        For simplicity platform insulation, embedded snow melt conduits are not illustrated but the 


proposed prefabricated concrete (or other material) construction is well suitable.  Flexible connections 


to the piping in then utility trench could accommodate the jacking of the platforms without 


disconnecting the piping or electrical connections.  


[0047]        FIG. 6- Figure 6 a platform which can provide ADA Level Boarding for trains with 


different floor elevation using Synchronized Electric Actuators illustrating a transversal section of the 


platform boarding a 457mm train on the left side and a 635mm train at the right side. More particularly 


the process is completed with platforms loaded with public without service impact.  


[0048]        The Item 23 is the low or medium floor train with automatic elevation adjustment. The 


Item 24 is the built-in gap-filler. The Item 5 is the prefabricated outer wall with a modified section to 
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accommodate the Synchronized Electric Actuators. The Item 25 is a cover to protect the actuator. The 


Item 26 is the Synchronized Electric Actuators, installed upside-down for better protection and better 


serviceability. The item is the sloped platform. The item 28 is the covered sleeve to access the Item 29, 


the platform articulating screw. 


[0049]        Assuming an around 3 minutes headway the platforms can rise slowly and the public will 


not perceive the movement. A good practice start moving the platform right after the train departure to 


have time to address possible differential panel movement warning and subsequent automatic platform 


shutdown. Before opening the platforms for public an appropriate educational process to prepare 


passengers is very important and the platform shall provide warning panels and repeated 


announcements.  


[0050]        The item 30 is a short guardrail (slightly exceeding the width of the threshold) 


perpendicular to threshold to protect the variable gap at the end of the threshold, a tripping hazard due 


the movement of the platforms. A wider threshold could be necessary. An optional solution to combine 


the threshold combined with a with a semi-rigid, segmented-slotted, floating extension similar to the 


Item 10 shown on Fig.  attached to the threshold and platform.  


[0051]        The item 31 is the actuator in raised position in order to place the platform 32 to the train 


floor, Item 33. Both sides of the island platform can move independently. 
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CLAIMS 


 


What is claimed is: 


1- To provide boarding without mechanical equipment for the 635mm bi-level during or other 


tarins during the transition period. 


2- The process increasing the passenger and construction safety, reduces service impact, shorten 


construction duration, reduces cost, there is no throughway cost and results in a very high 


quality and durability due the prefabrication.  


3- Raising the platforms withing the station off service hours, thus with zero service impact and 


highest possible safety. 


4- Provide ADA Level Boarding for new vehicles equipped with gap fillers and automatic 


levelling.  


5- Provide for existing vehicles retrofitted with gap fillers Level Boarding as per ADA Subpart E 


Commuter Rail Cars 1192.93 (4) Exception for Retrofitted vehicles and for vehicles without 


alteration provide FRA Level-Entry Boarding. 


6- To provide the boarding described above for vehicles with different floor elevation. 
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ABSTRACT 


[0052]        The present invention relates to novel alteration process of low platform to high platforms 


or platforms with variable elevation. The train floor is recessed to make accessible the train step 


necessary for boarding from low platforms, which results in a large horizontal gap in between a high 


platform and train floor. The platform is installed temporarily at train step elevation eliminating the 


large gap.  


Once all low platforms are eliminated no need for step, the train floor is extended and platforms raise 


to train floor level. The process is completed during the station off service hours, thus without any 


service impact. At the end of the alteration process will provide ADA Level Boarding for new 


vehicles, Level Boarding as per ADA Exception for retrofitted vehicles and FRA Level-Entry for 


existing vehicles. 
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ADA Level Boarding in 5 minutes 2019-02-06

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxDuhbPNbGE
 

ADA Level Boarding in 6 minutes 2019-02-03

https://youtu.be/Qj5SdF5DjLA

 
ADA Level Boarding in 4 minutes 2019-01-27

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vAFLmpHW00

 
 
ADA Level Boarding 2019-01-23 (33 minutes)

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KK5y1MkZ_-c

 
 
 
Regards,
 
Tibor Magyarosi, ing., Dipl.Ing., M.Eng., P.Eng.
 
magtiblas@gmail.com
 
1-647-619-8995
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxDuhbPNbGE
https://youtu.be/Qj5SdF5DjLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vAFLmpHW00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KK5y1MkZ_-c
mailto:magtiblas@gmail.com


From: N. Machida
To: Public Comment
Subject: Caltrain Funding District
Date: Sunday, November 29, 2020 10:23:30 PM

Who voted on Measure RR?

Was it the entirety of SF, SM, and SC counties?  Or are the lines different?

mailto:nhmachida@gmail.com
mailto:PublicComment@samtrans.com


November 23, 2020 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
United States Senate  
331 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Feinstein, 

On behalf of the undersigned Bay Area public transportation operators and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, we are writing to provide an update on our urgent funding needs and share our strong support 
for the $32 billion for public transit that was included in the updated HEROES Act. As proposed, the 
HEROES Act would provide the Bay Area with an additional $1.2 billion in formula funding, plus the 
opportunity to apply for other emergency relief funds. These resources are critical to avoiding painful 
layoffs and service reductions that the region’s operators have either already approved, but have yet to take 
effect, or are in the midst of discussing, the most immediate being the layoff of 146 staff that are scheduled 
to take effect at the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District in early January. While 
transit ridership is starting to grow, reaching about 25 percent of normal in September, fare revenue is still 
down about 90 percent, resulting in a loss of over $100 million/month compared to pre-COVID levels.   

Meanwhile, the Bay Area’s transit operators are continuing to connect nurses, social service workers and 
grocery store employees to their jobs so they can carry out critical functions and connect residents without 
cars to essential services. While this is the essential role that transit plays today, it will also play a critical 
part of the Bay Area’s recovery, ensuring that our highways don’t end up in gridlock once we reach the 
other side of the pandemic. Already, Bay Bridge traffic is back to 85 percent of normal. When offices 
reopen across the region, enticing commuters back to transit will be critical to keeping our roadways 
moving and our tailpipe emissions in check.   

Without additional funding from Congress, the deeper service cuts and layoffs that were avoided by the 
CARES Act will be inevitable and risk long-term damage to our region’s ability to meet our mobility, 
social equity and climate goals. We are so grateful for your steadfast support during this national crisis and 
respectfully ask that you continue to ensure that transit is included in any COVID-relief package.  If we 
can answer any questions or be of assistance in any way, please contact MTC’s Manager of Government 
Relations, Rebecca Long (rlong@bayareametro.gov or 510-504-7914). 

Sincerely, 

_____________________ ___________________ 
Alix A. Bockelman  Robert Powers  
Deputy Executive Director, MTC General Manager, BART 

______________________  _____________________ 
Jeffrey Tumlin   Nuria Fernandez 
Director of Transportation, S.F. MTA General Manager, Santa Clara VTA 

mailto:rlong@bayareametro.gov
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______________________     ______________________ 
Jim Hartnett       Michael Hursh 
General Manager, Caltrain/Samtrans     General Manager, AC Transit  
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Denis Mulligan       Rick Ramacier 
General Manager, Golden Gate Bridge,   General Manager, County Connection 
Highway & Transportation District 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Nina Rannells       Charles Anderson 
Executive Director, Water Emergency     General Manager, WestCAT 
Transportation Authority 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Diane Feinstein  Nila Gonzales 
Transportation Manager, FAST  Interim Executive Director, Transbay Joint 

Powers Authority   
 
 
____________________     ________________________  
Jared Hall      Daryl Hall  
Transit Manager, Petaluma Transit Executive Director, Solano Transportation 

Authority (Solano Express)  
 
_________________________ 
Beth Kranda  
Executive Director, Soltrans  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Jeanne Krieg       Joan Malloy   
Chief Executive Officer, Tri Delta Transit   City Manager, Union City  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Farhad Mansourian       Sean McGlynn  
General Manager, SMART  City Manager, Santa Rosa CityBus 
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Kate Miller       Stacey Mortensen 
Executive Director, Napa Valley     Executive Director, Altamont Corridor  
Transportation Authority (VINE) Express (San Joaquin Regional Rail 

Commission) 
 
        
_____________________     __________________________  
Michael Tree       Nancy Whelan 
General Manager, Wheels      General Manager, Marin Transit  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
November 23, 2020    
 
The Honorable Kamala Harris 
United States Senate 
112 Hart Senate Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20510 
 
Dear Senator/Vice President-Elect Harris,  
 
On behalf of the undersigned Bay Area public transportation operators and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, we would first like to offer our heartfelt congratulations to you and President-Elect Biden on 
your election victory. Additionally, we would like to provide an update on our urgent funding needs and 
share our strong support for the $32 billion for public transit that was included in the updated HEROES 
Act. As proposed, the HEROES Act would provide the Bay Area with an additional $1.2 billion in formula 
funding, plus the opportunity to apply for other emergency relief funds. These resources are critical to 
avoiding painful layoffs and service reductions that the region’s operators have either already approved, 
but have yet to take effect, or are in the midst of discussing, the most immediate being the layoff of 146 
staff that are scheduled to take effect at the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District in 
early January. While transit ridership is starting to grow, reaching about 25 percent of normal in 
September, fare revenue is still down about 90 percent, resulting in a loss of over $100 million/month 
compared to pre-COVID levels.   
 
Meanwhile, the Bay Area’s transit operators are continuing to connect nurses, social service workers and 
grocery store employees to their jobs so they can carry out critical functions and connect residents without 
cars to essential services. While this is the essential role that transit plays today, it will also play a critical 
part of the Bay Area’s recovery, ensuring that our highways don’t end up in gridlock once we reach the 
other side of the pandemic. Already, Bay Bridge traffic is back to 85 percent of normal. When offices 
reopen across the region, enticing commuters back to transit will be critical to keeping our roadways 
moving and our tailpipe emissions in check.   
 
Without additional funding from Congress, the deeper service cuts and layoffs that were avoided by the 
CARES Act will be inevitable and risk long-term damage to our region’s ability to meet our mobility, 
social equity and climate goals. We are so grateful for your steadfast support during this national crisis and 
respectfully ask that you continue to ensure that transit is included in any COVID-relief package.  If we 
can answer any questions or be of assistance in any way, please contact MTC’s Manager of Government 
Relations, Rebecca Long (rlong@bayareametro.gov or 510-504-7914). 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
_____________________     ___________________ 
Alix A. Bockelman      Robert Powers    
Deputy Executive Director, MTC      General Manager, BART 
 
 
______________________     _____________________ 
Jeffrey Tumlin        Nuria Fernandez 
Director of Transportation, S.F. MTA General Manager, Santa Clara VTA 
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______________________     ______________________ 
Jim Hartnett       Michael Hursh 
General Manager, Caltrain/Samtrans     General Manager, AC Transit  
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Denis Mulligan       Rick Ramacier 
General Manager, Golden Gate Bridge,   General Manager, County Connection 
Highway & Transportation District 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Nina Rannells       Charles Anderson 
Executive Director, Water Emergency     General Manager, WestCAT 
Transportation Authority 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Diane Feinstein  Nila Gonzales 
Transportation Manager, FAST  Interim Executive Director, Transbay Joint 

Powers Authority   
 
 
____________________     ________________________  
Jared Hall      Daryl Hall  
Transit Manager, Petaluma Transit Executive Director, Solano Transportation 

Authority (Solano Express)  
 
_________________________ 
Beth Kranda  
Executive Director, Soltrans  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Jeanne Krieg       Joan Malloy   
Chief Executive Officer, Tri Delta Transit   City Manager, Union City  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Farhad Mansourian       Sean McGlynn  
General Manager, SMART  City Manager, Santa Rosa CityBus 
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Kate Miller       Stacey Mortensen 
Executive Director, Napa Valley     Executive Director, Altamont Corridor  
Transportation Authority (VINE) Express (San Joaquin Regional Rail 

Commission) 
 
        
_____________________     __________________________  
Michael Tree       Nancy Whelan 
General Manager, Wheels      General Manager, Marin Transit  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
November 20, 2020    
 
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 
Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives 
1236 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
 
Dear Speaker Pelosi,  
 
On behalf of the undersigned Bay Area public transportation operators and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, we are writing to thank you again for your continued advocacy on behalf of public transit in 
the ongoing COVID-19 relief negotiations and update you on our urgent funding needs. We strongly 
support the $32 billion included in the updated HEROES Act, which would provide the Bay Area with an 
additional $1.2 billion in formula funding, plus the opportunity to apply for other emergency relief funds. 
These resources are critical to avoiding painful layoffs and service reductions that the region’s operators 
have either already approved, but have yet to take effect, or are in the midst of discussing, the most 
immediate being the layoff of 146 staff that are scheduled to take effect at the Golden Gate Bridge, 
Highway and Transportation District in early January. While transit ridership is starting to grow, reaching 
about 25 percent of normal in September, fare revenue is still down about 90 percent, resulting in a loss of 
over $100 million/month compared to pre-COVID levels.   
 
Meanwhile, the Bay Area’s transit operators are continuing to connect nurses, social service workers and 
grocery store employees to their jobs so they can carry out critical functions and connect residents without 
cars to essential services. While this is the essential role that transit plays today, it will also play a critical 
part of the Bay Area’s recovery, ensuring that our highways don’t end up in gridlock once we reach the 
other side of the pandemic. Already, Bay Bridge traffic is back to 85 percent of normal. When offices 
reopen across the region, enticing commuters back to transit will be critical to keeping our roadways 
moving and our tailpipe emissions in check.   
 
Without additional funding from Congress, the deeper service cuts and layoffs that were avoided by the 
CARES Act will be inevitable and risk long-term damage to our region’s ability to meet our mobility, 
social equity and climate goals. We are so grateful for your steadfast support during this national crisis and 
respectfully ask that you continue to ensure that transit is included in any COVID-relief package.  If we 
can answer any questions or be of assistance in any way, please contact MTC’s Manager of Government 
Relations, Rebecca Long (rlong@bayareametro.gov or 510-504-7914). 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
_____________________     ___________________ 
Alix A. Bockelman      Robert Powers    
Deputy Executive Director, MTC      General Manager, BART 
 
 
______________________     _____________________ 
Jeffrey Tumlin        Nuria Fernandez 
Director of Transportation, S.F. MTA General Manager, Santa Clara VTA 
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______________________     ______________________ 
Jim Hartnett       Michael Hursh 
General Manager, Caltrain/Samtrans     General Manager, AC Transit  
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Denis Mulligan       Rick Ramacier 
General Manager, Golden Gate Bridge,   General Manager, County Connection 
Highway & Transportation District 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Nina Rannells       Charles Anderson 
Executive Director, Water Emergency     General Manager, WestCAT 
Transportation Authority 
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Diane Feinstein  Nila Gonzales 
Transportation Manager, FAST  Interim Executive Director, Transbay Joint 

Powers Authority   
 
 
____________________     ________________________  
Jared Hall      Daryl Hall  
Transit Manager, Petaluma Transit Executive Director, Solano Transportation 

Authority (Solano Express)  
 
_________________________ 
Beth Kranda  
Executive Director, Soltrans  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Jeanne Krieg       Joan Malloy   
Chief Executive Officer, Tri Delta Transit   City Manager, Union City  
 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
Farhad Mansourian       Sean McGlynn  
General Manager, SMART  City Manager, Santa Rosa CityBus 
 
 
________________________     _________________________ 
Kate Miller       Stacey Mortensen 
Executive Director, Napa Valley     Executive Director, Altamont Corridor  
Transportation Authority (VINE) Express (San Joaquin Regional Rail 

Commission) 
 
        
_____________________     __________________________  
Michael Tree       Nancy Whelan 
General Manager, Wheels      General Manager, Marin Transit  
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